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Gushigui is a popular poetry anthology of pre-Tang poetry, which
published in Wanli in the world of the late Ming. To some extent, it
represents the late Ming Ming Tang literary trends and acceptance of
previous poetry tendencies. From the perspective of the compilation of
poetry, Gushigui reflects a conscious Ming poetry editor, comment poetry
events to construct the history of poetry, poetics of the formation
compile, inscribed, dissemination process. The study of this book will
be helpful for us to understand how poetry anthology is edited and accepted
through compilation work.
This thesis concludes of three parts: Introduction, body, summary .
Introduction section briefly describes the status of research of
this subject, purpose and research methods.
Body part is divided into four chapters:
The first chapter discusses Gushigui according to its regulation.
There will be Including encoding times, commentaries and notes of style,
reference to other literature of the total set.
The second chapter is aiming at inspecting different versions,
collation and initial characterization years of Gushigui.
In the third chapter, Gushigui is to compare with the total set of
related other anthologies at other time. Including classic literature
collection Wenxuan in style and chosen poetries. Then projects will be
carried out to compare two more Gushigui and Gushigui ,about their
similarities and differences under the guideline of selecting, arranged
in order of poetry, poetry recorded version, Overall and compare notes.
Besides, there’s other source that has been adopted by Gushigui ,
which indicated that the book codification process.














Gushigui through out history and status of its impact
By combing Gushigui since the Ming and Qing each comment to clarify
the literature sources to positive fallacy. And On Gushigui Editor's
attitude on Philology.
Among the Ming Dynasty poetry anthology edited background, examining
Gushigui if there is commonality codification and uniqueness.
Investigate their impact, and have this impact itself and external causes.
The conclusion summarizes the full view of this thesis.
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